The Best is Yet to Come !!!
We are both happy and proud with
the success of our Polled Brahman
program in the short time that we have
been breeding them. We appreciate
each and every buyer from both
home and foreign countries. We
are excited about the future of the
Polled Brahman industry and feel confident
that the best is yet to come.
We are committed to breeding our share
of the best by using many of the proven powerful
matings that have produced good bulls like you see
here plus will continue to introduce new sires and
cow families to improve our cattle which in turn will
improve the breed.
LMC Apollo is a prime example of a powerful new
polled bull we are introducing to our herd this year. He is a son
of LMC WFF Pistolero and out of our JDH Lady Manso 20/5 donor cow.
The POLLED NATION is growing because it makes economic sense to
produce State of the Art POLLED Brahman cattle. Come get you one
of these young freshly weaned herd bull prospects whose genetics
and promotion can help you to market your future production to
more buyers for more money.

Photo
at 8 mos.
LMC Polled Charley is a smooth polled, powerful,
dark pigmented, heavy muscled, good looking
Ambassador son that is a maternal brother to LMC
Apollo, Victoria’s Secret & Baby Doll. Every calf that his
mama has produced has been outstanding. Our Polled
Brahman bull market is strong. Come get you one.
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LMC Polled Future is an exciting, powerful polled
herd bull prospect out of Ambassador and our
prolific 270/5 donor who is an own daughter of
the International Champion V8 831/5 cow whose
dam is the great V8 188/5 cow. We feel that this
young stud is a major league kinda bull that we will
promote and use in our program.
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LMC Polled Esto is a double smooth polled, dark
pigmented, very correct, good looking, powerful
son of V8 212/3 and our polled V8 donor 899/4 who
is also the dam to Ambassador who is doing us a
phenomenal job of producing lots of good ones.
Esto offers the total package and can make us both
some money.
Se Habla Español
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Yes the best is yet to come when we can keep
powerful double polled females like this BABY
DOLL in our herd to make the next generation
better. She is an Ambassador out of our Cover
Girl LMC WFF Beth 24/6 who is a full sib to Polled
Maestro. She is co-owned with Beth Quintanilla
who is assembling a great polled herd.
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LMC Polled Cricket is going to make our ole buddy
Mike England and us a great mama cow just like
her Pistoloro dam and grand dam Donna. She is
an Ambassador daughter that a herd can be built
around. VISITORS are always WELCOME at LMC.
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